Publication Proposal with RAME Publishers

RAME Publishers welcomes proposals for proceedings in our journals that cover a variety of scientific fields. In order to properly evaluate your proposal, we would like to ask you to deliver the following information (please note that items specifically marked with * are mandatory to proceed with your proposal).

**Conference details:**

Name*: ________________________________
Short name: ________________________________
Date: ________________________________
Venue: ________________________________
City, country: ________________________________
Web page (URL): ________________________________
Organiser/ Association: ________________________________
Organiser address:

**Contact person details:**

Name: ________________________________
Address: ________________________________
Tel: ________________________________
E-mail: ________________________________

**Proceedings details:**

Guest editor(s)*: ________________________________
Guest editor(s) email*: ________________________________
Number of participants: ________________________________
Domestic: ________________________________
Overseas: ________________________________
Number of papers*: ________________________________
Number of pages per paper: ________________________________
Number of expected total pages*: ________________________________
Expected date for paper submission: *: ________________________________
Expected date of delivering all accepted papers to RAME Publishers for production*:

**Preferred publication type:**

*Journal Special Issue*

Print copies bulk order:

Number of copies to be ordered for a bulk order*: ________________________________
Please note:
1. The goal is to maintain the same level of quality and the same standards for conference proceedings papers as for regular contributed articles to the Journal.
2. Plagiarism: All submitted paper will check by well known Plagiarism detection software iThenticate/Plagiarism X. Plagiarism should not be more than 20%.
3. DOI: After acceptance, a worldwide unique DOI Number will assigned to each paper which is indexed by Cross Ref.
4. Final technical acceptance will ensure by the Guest Editor but Plagiarism should not be more than 20%.
5. Minimum online publication charges will be Rs. 500/- per paper for publishing of conference papers. Charges for print version of proceeding will be based on number of pages.

Thank you for your proposal.

Date: _________________            Place: _________________

Name of Organizing Authority: ______________________________________

Sign of Organizing Authority with stamp: _____________________________